Viscosity is the single most important property governing the efficacy, rates, and nature of melt transport. Viscosity is intimately related to the structure and thermodynamics properties of the melts and is a reflection of the mechanisms of single atoms slipping over potential energy barriers. The ability to predict melt viscosity accurately is, therefore, of critical importance for gaining new insights into the structure of silicate melts. Simple composition melts, having a reduced number of components, offer an advantage for understanding the relationships between the chemical composition, structural organization and the rheological properties of a melt. Here we have compiled a large database of ∼970 experimental measurements of melt viscosity for the simple chemical systems MAS, CAS and MCAS. These data are used to create a single chemical model for predicting the non-Arrhenian viscosity as a function of temperature (T ) and composition (X) across the entire MCAS system. The T -dependence of viscosity is accounted for by the three parameters in each of the model functions: (i) Vogel-Fulcher-Tamman (VFT); (ii) Adam-Gibbs (AG); and (iii) Avramov (AV). The literature shows that, in these systems, viscosity converges to a common value of the pre-exponential factors (A) that can be assumed to be independent of composition. The other two adjustable parameters in each equation are expanded to capture the effects of composition. The resulting models are continuous across T -X space. The values and implications of the optimal parameters returned for each model are compared and discussed. A similar approach is likely to be applicable to a variety of non-silicate multicomponent glassforming systems.
Introduction
Early models for predicting the viscosity of silicate melts were developed using viscosity measurements that spanned relatively small ranges of temperature and viscosity. The data, derived from these restricted ranges of experimental conditions, were generally linear in reciprocal temperature and, thus, the early models adopted a strictly Arrhenian formulation [1, 2] . The experimental data available, now, make it very clear that most silicate melts have a non-Arrhenian temperature (T ) dependence (e.g. [3] ). The literature on the potential connections between the properties and structure of liquids and glasses is vast, reflecting the importance of this issue. Many excellent reviews are available [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . One area where there is substantial room for improvement is in the construction of models that have a capacity to predict the viscosity of silicate melts as a function of melt composition and temperature.
Our purpose is to model the rheological properties of silicate melts in the chemical system MgO-CaO-Al 2 O 3 -SiO 2 (MCAS). This system contains melts showing strong (Arrhenian) to fragile (non-Arrhenian) temperature dependence and there is also an extensive database (table A.1 in the appendix) of published viscosity experiments [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] (figure 1(A)). The main positive aspect of using these simple chemical systems is the reduced number of components needed to describe their compositional variations. Intuitively, the reduced number of chemical components should make it easier to identify the effects and, perhaps, the speciation or structural role(s) played by each component within the melt [23] . It is because of this possibility that systems such as MAS, CAS, and MCAS have been adopted as reference systems for such a wide range of experimental (for example, calorimetric, dilatometry, viscosimetric, spectroscopic; e.g. [24] [25] [26] [27] ) and molecular dynamic (e.g. [7] [8] [9] 28] ) studies.
Our analysis of viscosity in the larger MCAS system is based on experimental measurements on 28, 59 and 19 different melt compositions from MAS, CAS, and MCAS, respectively. The corresponding numbers of published experimental data are 153, 595 and 220, respectively ( = 968). The sources of data are reported in the literature [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] and in table A.1 in the appendix. We use these datasets to construct compositional-based nonArrhenian models for melt viscosity. There are three preferred equations for accommodating the non-Arrhenian T -dependence of silicate melts, including:
(a) Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) [29, 30] :
(b) Adam and Gibbs (AG) [31] :
and (c) Avramov (AV) [32] :
where η is the viscosity in Pa s, T is the absolute temperature, and A, B and C are adjustable parameters [29] [30] [31] [32] . Equation (2) constitutes an approximation of the original AG expression [31] and assumes C p to be constant and independent of temperature. Our analysis shows that chemical models based on these three non-Arrhenian equations reproduce the experimental data as a function of composition and temperature equally well. However, the degree and nature of covariation between model parameters (e.g. B and C) for each model are quite different. The corresponding parameters derived for each model (e.g. equations ((1)-(3))) can vary by 200%. The model values of B and C appear to correlate well with simple chemical parameters such as NBO/T [23, [33] [34] [35] and SM [33, 35] , however these parameters alone cannot capture the behaviour of melt viscosity across the full range of temperature and composition found in this simple system.
Theoretical and compositional models
In each of the three non-Arrhenian equations (e.g. (1)-(3) ), the parameter A is a pre-exponential term and B represents a pseudo-activation energy related to the potential energy barriers obstructing the structural rearrangement of the liquid. In the VFT and AG expressions, the C parameter represents a lower temperature limit (e.g. Kauzmann temperature) for viscous flow [36, 3, [37] [38] [39] . In essence, the C-parameter represents an indication of the dynamical states available for new structural configurations. In contrast, C AV is a measure of melt fragility which is an indication of the non-Arrhenian (versus Arhennian) T -dependence of the melt [3, 32] .
Our optimization strategy assumes that the pre-exponential terms (A) for each model (equations ( (1)- (3))) are unknown constants. This assumption is consistent with results from previous theoretical [40] [41] [42] , experimental (e.g. [43, 44] ), and numerical studies [22, 45, 46] . Compositional dependence is therefore accommodated solely by variations in B and C terms (see below). In order to be able to compare results from the three different models, we have assumed an identical expression for the compositional dependence of the B and C parameters, given by:
and
where b i , b i j and c i are adjustable parameters. The optimization problems are solved by chisquare minimizations, performed over the all (N = 968) experiments (more details on the minimization strategy can be found in previous work on other chemical systems [22, 44, 47] ). The 11 coefficients defined in equations (4) and (5) suffice to compute the values of B and C for any melt composition within the systems considered. We adopted the minimum number of quadratic terms in equation (4) necessary to reproduce the original datasets; the inclusion of additional terms did not yield significant improvement in the fittings. The two quadratic terms in equation (4) reflect that the main non-ideal interactions are between the main structure former cations (Si, Al) and the main modifier cations (Ca, Mg). Equation (5) implies that the non-ideal contributions to C are negligible. The calculated values of B and C, when combined with the appropriate model value of A (e.g. equations (1)- (3)) can be used to compute viscosity for a specific melt composition at any temperature. Table 1 reports the optimal values for the constant A (pre-exponential factor) and for the compositional coefficients for the B and C parameters: b i , b i j , and c i . We also report the 1σ uncertainties on these adjustable parameters. The recalculated values of B and C for all melt compositions are reported for the three models representing the different non-Arrhenian equations ( (1)- (3) [20] [21] [22] . Calculated versus measured log η values for the three models: (B) VFT (equation (1)); (C) AG (equation (2)) and (D) AV (equation (3) is very similar to values obtained in previous viscosity models for synthetic [43] [44] [45] and natural melts [22, 35, 46] . The A VFT value also agrees very well with theoretical [40] [41] [42] and numerical [22] estimates on the high-temperature limits to melt viscosity. The value of A AG is approximately +1 log units higher than the optimal value for A VFT and this is also in accordance with values found in previous numerical models [22] . This relationship between model values of A VFT and A AG is observed for most melts; optimal values of A AG for the same melt are generally +1 units higher than the optimal value of A found using the VFT equation [17, [20] [21] [22] . The value of A AV is substantially different (−1.58 ± 0.04) but agrees well with the limiting values established by Avramov [32, 48, 49] . The differences between the model values of A AV , A VFT , and A AG reflect the forms of the fundamental equations (equations (1)-(3) ). In the case of the Avramov equation, the difference results from the rate at which the term [B/T (K )]
Results
C approaches the limiting value of 0 compared to the terms (B/(T − C) and B/(T * log(T /C)). In terms of obtaining an estimate on the high-T limits to silicate melt viscosity (e.g. A), it would appear that the VFT model is the most effective, Table 1 . Results of global optimizations of experimental datasets for compositional coefficients in models based on the VFT, AG and AV equations. Coefficients are defined in equations (4) and (5) and are reported with 1σ uncertainties. Also reported is the RMSE for each model.
VFT (equation (1))
AG (equation (2)) AV (equation (3) followed by the AG formulation. The model value of A AV , the high-T limit to melt viscosity, is 10 −1.58 Pa s, and this is unrealistically high given that many melts (even in this system) have measured viscosities close to [16, 49] or lower than [43, 44] this value.
Compositional coefficients
The optimal values for the compositional coefficients listed in table 1 Lastly, we examine the isothermal variation of viscosity at four different temperatures (900, 1200, 1400 and 1700
• C) for the melts within the MCAS system as a function of SM, NBO/T (figures 2(A), (B), respectively). The computed values of viscosity vary and decrease smoothly with increasing SM at constant temperature ( figure 2(A) ). The best-fit curves fitted to calculated values of isothermal viscosity predicted by Giordano et al's [35] model for natural silicate melts are also plotted (lines in the figure). At high temperature this model [35] nicely predicts isothermal viscosities as a function of SM, for both natural melts and melts in the MCAS system. However, at temperatures below 1200
• C the model predicts substantially lower values of viscosity for a given value of SM. Similarly to figure 2(A), figure 2(B) shows the calculated values of viscosity as a function of the structural-chemical parameter NBO/T at 900, 1200, 1400, and 1700
• C. The calculated values of viscosity vary smoothly with NBO/T but, relative to the SM-parameter [33, 35] , the NBO/T -based trends (solid and dashed lines) (1); table 1). Lines in (A) are the best-fit isothermal viscosity curves predicted by a published model [35] , calibrated for multicomponent natural silicate melts: 1700 • C (dashed); 1400 • C (solid); 1200 • C (dotted); and 900 • C (dash and dot). Lines in (B) are the best-fit isothermal curves predicted, according to a model proposed by [35] and calibrated in respect to the NBO/ T parameter [23] , similarly to what was done in [33] .
do not accurately reproduce melt viscosity in the MCAS system (symbols). In this regard, the SM parameter appears to capture more accurately the isothermal viscosity variations in both natural and synthetic (e.g. MCAS) melt systems. However, neither SM nor NBO/T suffice to describe the compositional controls on melt viscosity (figure 2).
Model comparison
We have built three separate compositionally based models (equations (1)- (3)) for predicting non-Arrhenian viscosity in the chemical system MCAS. Although the three equations have substantially different forms, they share some similarities: (i) they have three adjustable parameters (A, B, C) for describing viscosity as a function of temperature; (ii) at high temperature they converge to the value A; and (iii) at low temperatures the functions diverge to infinity. A major difference is that the VFT and AG models converge to infinity as T approaches C, whereas the convergence to infinity is as T approaches 0 for the AV equation.
In figure 3 , we compare the three models in terms of the calculated values of B and C for each of the melt compositions in the MCAS system. Values of B derived from the three models show substantial agreement (figures 3(A), (B) ). As has already been shown in previous works (e.g. [22, 46] ), values of B from the VFT and AG models show the greatest agreement at high values of B where we expect high activation energies and high degrees of melt polymerization. B values from the VFT model tend to be higher than from the AG model. Conversely, the values of B from the AV model are consistently higher than the B VFT values, except at the highest values of B ( figure 3(B) ). C AV values appear to always be lower than normalized C VFT values ( figure 3(D) ).
The values of C derived from each of the models show less agreement. The values of C VFT and C AG agree at high values of C, but are systematically different at lower values of C. A direct consequence of these patterns is that, for strong melts, these three models (VFT, AG, AV) recover very similar information on the melt activation energies. This is not true for fragile melts; the implied melt activation energies are substantially different. In the same manner, values of C AV and C VFT show parallel trends for fragile melts (e.g. high values of C) but become increasingly different as melts become stronger. The relationship between values of C VFT and C AV are less coherent and substantially more complicated. On average, values are equivalent for fragile melts but show scatter. As melts become less fragile, there is no relationship between values of C VFT and C AV . As C decreases, C VFT values are higher for a given value of C AV . Such considerations suggest that the VFT model is essentially equivalent to the theoretical Adam Gibbs model [18, 44] , whereas the relationship between parameters (e.g. B, C) in the AV model are less easily related to parameters in the VFT and AG models (e.g. equations (1), (2) versus equation (3)).
Another means of exploring the relationships and implications of the three different models is to compare the values of the glass transition temperatures (T g ) for 106 MCAS melt compositions as predicted by each model (figure 4). Here we take T g to be defined as the temperature at which the melt is expected to have a viscosity of 10 12 Pa s (e.g. [3, 18, 45, 46] ). The calculated T g deriving from the VFT and AG models (open symbols) have virtually identical values, with average and maximum difference of ∼5 and ∼11 K. The discrepancies between calculated values from the VFT and AV models are substantially larger, with average and maximum deviations of ∼13 and ∼41 K. A comparison of values derived from the AG and AV models shows even larger differences (average ∼17 K and maximum ∼45 K). In both cases, the maximum deviations occur in melts that appear to have high values of T g . On the basis of this analysis, the VFT and AG models again appear to be equivalent and there is little to no reason to choose one over the other for modelling melt transport properties.
Summary
This work shows that compositional-based models are a very powerful tool for predicting both physical and structural properties of silicate melts. Such models are also an aid in exploring the structural roles of each chemical component in the melt. A similar approach is likely to be applicable to a variety of amorphous non-silicate multicomponent systems. Our optimization strategy was used to create three models based on three different equations for the non-Arrhenian T -dependence of silicate melts. Each model assumed that there was a high-temperature limiting value to viscosity (e.g. A); the optimization returned estimates on the value of that adjustable parameter. The relative contributions of the oxides to the linear component of the B term are, independent of the model equation used (e.g. VFT, AG or AV), SiO 2 > MgO CaO > Al 2 O 3 . In contrast, values of C are controlled mainly by CaO and Al 2 O 3 , whereas MgO and SiO 2 play subordinate roles. The results obtained here also show that a multicomponent oxide-based model developed specifically for the MCAS system can substantially improve the prediction of viscosity compared to previous models [19] [20] [21] . Within this context, the empirical VFT model appears to represent a fairly good approximation of the theoretical Adam Gibbs model, whereas a more complicated picture emerges from a comparison between VFT and AG models and the more recent, theoretically based Avramov model. 
